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KNIT-DE-KNIT fN A POLYESTER/COTrON BLEND

by G. A. ROBINSON and N. DYE 

ABSTRACT· 

K_nit-de-knit body blanks were produced in various stitch lengths fromapproxz�tely 67/33 polyester/cotton blend yarns, and a ratio equal· tofinal stitch length ( J., 7 _ . . . - r for the various tex yams was calculated A value for this on�nal stitch length ( lo) rati� of l, ?? Was found to give the most attractive boucle effect with acceptable 

fabnc stabzhty. The rel�ed dimensions of the various fabrics were measu_re_d andthe co"esponding dimensional constants ( K 
1 

_
4 

values) were calculated. These were 

found to be dependent upon the final stitch length.
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INTRODUCTION 

Kn�t�e-knit is a comparatively new but estal,lished method of producing ac��ractenstic boucle effect in knitted garments. This boucle effect apart fromgmng the gannent an attractive appearance, imparts elasticity and "clingin�ss" to the garment , �nd these two properties are very much in vogue at the present tune. • The Pnncip le of producing knit-de-knit garments is quite simple and theprocess is as follows:- •• . · 
Y�rn .is knitted into a structure, dyed and set. The yarn is then u nravelled by
wmcling 0nto cones and then re-knitted into a final structure, relaxed and finally lllade up into a garment. Rowbotham< 1 > stated that one of the major considerations in knit�n� "!"_asyam tec:mology of which the knit-de-knit process is a typical illustration. His imtialwo�k With 100% cotton, knitted anq. then resin-treated, showed some proble�s

�unng unravelling. Although a SO/SO-polyester/cotton blend appeared to be pronusmg he selected the 67 /33 polyester/cotton blend yafl). which up,ravelled th� beStand presented the least problems during processing. The knit-de-knit proc�ss is alsoused for producing bulky wool yarns for curly-pile carpets. 1he setting · and tabili· t· f • • • · < 2> s • sa ion 
° this type of yam is qescribed in detail by Delminico and Narsian ·

An I.W.S. publication<3> describes the knit-de-knit process in respect of al l-�ool
gar�ents, �d a comprehensive guide to all the types of multiple head machines
specially built for Producing knit-de-knit yarns can be found elsewhere<4> •
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According to Brown< 5 >, in the case of the all-wool knit-de-knit process, the 
original knitting should be carried out as tight as possible and the final knitting 
accomplished as slack as possible, without creating a flimsy unstable fabric. The 
body blanks should then be allowed to wet relax prior to making up and the
garments finally set to the required size in an autoclave. 

The main criterion of the knit-de-knit process is that the yarn must be able to 
be heat-set, for example, nylons, polyesters, acrylics, etc., or in the case of wool, 
steam-set. The fabrics can then be set by applying heat or steam. l 00% cotton does 
not possess such characteristics. It is possible that certain blends of thermo plastie 
and natural fibres can have heat setting properties and it was in fact found that a 
67 /33 polyester/cotton blend can be heat-set to give an acceptable knit-de-knit 
yam<5 >, although in the experience of the authors the 50/50 polyester/cotton blend 
yarns do not respond sufficiently to a heat-setting treatment and consequently the
resultant fabrics are unsatisfactory. 

It was suggested by Brown< 5 > that for all-wool R63 Tex/2 yarns the ratio 
final Stitch length to initial stitch length ((3) should be about 1,41 to give an 
acceptable boucle effect with good fabric stability. The present report is confined 
to an investigation into the knit-de-knit processing of 67 /33 polyester/cotton yarns 
o_f Which the object was to determine the effect of original stitch length (L0

), and 
t:mal stitch length (if) on the resultant boucle effect using three different yarn
linear densities. The original stitc� length was governed by the yarn tex. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Two 67 /33 Polyester/Cotton commercially spun hosiery yarns of nominally
20 tex and 16 tex were folded to give R40tex/2 and R32 tex/2 yarns respectively, 
and folding tex twist factors of 53 were used. Two ends of a 26 tex yarn comprising 
70/30 polyester/cotton were also knitted. 

During preliminary trials it was found that the yarn was difficult to unravell 
af�er dyeing and setting, and therefore it was decided that the yarn should be dyed 
pnor to original knitting. The yarns were scoured and package-dyed in one bath 
(using Terasil Dispersal dyestuffs (Ciba Geigy) for the polyester component, and 
Solophenyl Direct dyestuffs (Ciba Geigy) for the cellulosic component) in a Vaid 
Henricksen pressure dyeing machine. After dyeing the yarn was rinsed, hydro
extracted and dried at 50°C. The yarns were cleared and waxed during subsequent 
cone Winding. 

The original knitting was carried out as· tight as possible on a Lawson Fibre 
Analysis Knitter, Model FAK, with 220 needles on 8,89 cm (3½") diameter, see 
Table I for details. The tubular fabric produced was set in an Andrew's Autosetter, 
stea1ned for 10 minutes at 130°C and two minutes exhaustion at a vacuum pressure 
of 660 mm of mercury. The fabrics were allowed to cool and condition for 24 hours 
at_ 657::i RH and 20°C before unravelling under low tension on a Schweiter Cone 
Wmder (9° 15' cones). 
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